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TaylorMade Golf Company Announces TP
Patina Putter Collection
Merging Unrivaled Technology with a Classic Design, TP Patina Putter
Collection features a New Pure Roll™ Insert, Premium Patina Finish and
New Signature TP Screws
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. (August 12, 2019) – TaylorMade Golf Company announced
today the anticipated release of the TP Patina Putter Collection, featuring a refined aesthetic
paired with unparalleled craftsmanship. Comprised of seven distinct models, the TP Patina
Putter Collection is a modern take on a classic design, built with TaylorMade’s patented Tourproven Pure Roll insert. All in, TP Patina is a look from the past that plays like the future.

Delivering a rich and classic colourway to the line of TP Putters, the TP Patina Putter Collection
features a naturally tarnishing patina finish. Through combining black nickel and copper
properties, we created a unique reveal on the edges and sole of the putter. The TP Patina Putter
Collection is built for golfers who favor a smooth and traditional putter shape still backed by
unrivaled performance and technology.
Built to optimise roll characteristics in all models of the TP Patina Putter Collection, a new and
thicker 5mm aluminum Pure Roll insert is specially engineered to bring the grooves into direct
contact with the ball. As compared to a solid face, the Pure Roll insert’s 45° grooves improve
forward roll, helping the ball start and stay on its intended line.

This third-generation release of the TP Putter Collection features new signature TP screws that
securely fasten the Pure Roll insert to the putter face. Through this process, voids and air
pockets beneath the insert are minimised, creating an improved and solid feel on impact.

Soto, Juno & Del Monte
The three blade-style putters in the TP Patina Putter Collection, Soto, Juno and new Del Monte
all feature a clean build with a single sightline on the back cavity. Each blade putter is complete
with a Pure Roll insert designed to give golfers optimised stability, control and feel.
As with every putter in TaylorMade’s TP Collection, the naming convention for the putters
within the patina range draw on inspiration from areas, regions and landmarks of some of the
world’s greatest golf destinations and historic courses.

Soto
The Soto provides a smooth appearance at address with 47° of toe hang and a full shaft offset.

Juno
Shaped with squared contours, Juno’s appearance is complete with 36° of toe hang and a full
shaft offset.

Del Monte
With a single sightline on the back cavity, the Del Monte putter features a slight toe hang of
8°and a firm feeling on impact.

Ardmore 1, Ardmore 2, Ardmore 3 & DuPage
The mallet options for the Patina Collection are equally as impressive with four options
including the Ardmore 1, Ardmore 2, Ardmore 3 and the new DuPage. Each mallet putter is
constructed with a Pure Roll insert designed to give golfers optimised stability, control and feel.

Ardmore 1
A face-balanced mallet designed with dual cavity sightlines and one top sightline. Ardmore 1
features a full shaft offset intended to promote a linear stroke.

Ardmore 2
With double cavity sightlines for a straight back, straight through stroke, Ardmore 2 features a
face balanced toe hang and single bend TM hosel.

Ardmore 3
Incorporating a 42° toe hang on a short slant hosel with a single cavity sightline, the Ardmore 3
completes the Ardmore line up.

DuPage
The all new DuPage mallet putter completes the TP Patina Putter collection with a new take on
the traditional mallet design incorporating a single bend, face balanced design.

Specifications, Pricing & Availability
Available at retail beginning September 6, entire TP Patina Collection is available in 34” and 35”
lengths in both RH & LH models. Each putter comes equipped stock with a KBS CT Taper
Stepless Chrome Putter shaft and a Super Stroke Pistol GT 1.0 grip at an RRP £239, €299, NOK
2,699, SEK 2,699, DKK 2,199, CHF 329.
For more information please contact the TaylorMade Media Team.
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About TaylorMade Golf Company
Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, TaylorMade Golf is a leading manufacturer of high performance golf
equipment with industry-leading innovative products like M5/M6 metalwoods, M5/M6 irons and TP5/TP5X golf
balls. TaylorMade is the #1 Driver in Golf and also a major force on the PGA TOUR with one of the strongest
athlete portfolios in golf, that includes Dustin Johnson, Rory McIlroy, Jason Day, Jon Rahm, Rickie Fowler and
Tiger Woods.
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